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Abstract 
Although the measurement of liquids temperature is commonly used by Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) 
sensor but its thermodynamic performance has interesting phenomena. This paper proposes the 
measurement and simulation of liquids temperature using FBG. Laser diode was launched into human 
blood, water, and vegetable oil, then transmitted power is measured by optical powermeter to determine 
its corresponding temperature. The results showed that the increasing temperature changes led to the 
widening of the wave shift. The largest change of wavelength is water temperature and the smallest One 
is vegetable oil temperature. Increase in liquid temperature causes the output power is greater. FBG 
simulation of sine and square function are also designed for temperature range of 30 °C to 41 °C with 
matrix transfer method based on coupled mode theory. Peak value of transmission spectrum of each 
function is shown by the change of temperature which indicates the sensor is sensitive to sine and 
square function variations. The peak at temperature of 30°C for each sine and square are -78.32 dB and 
-102.66 dB and increased to 41 °C at 46.72 dB and -79.89 dB, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
Temperature measurements play as an important role in many applications, especially 
in the medical and industrial fields. Thermocouples and thermistors have been widely used for 
temperature measurement in industrial and medical applications [1], but in their application have 
limitations due to high electromagnetic stress and interference. The development of optical fiber 
technology nowadays has grown rapidly and widely used in communication and delivery 
information system [2, 3]. Fiber optic sensors can be used as an alternative technology 
providing solutions in overcoming several conditions. FBG technology is one of the most 
popular choices for temperature measurement [1], having a function of filter or sensor, it also 
has a specific characteristic of Bragg wavelengths that can be affected by environmental 
changes such as temperature and strain. FBG-based sensors have been widely used in fluid 
temperature measurements such as tilted FBG types used for temperature measurement and 
refractive index of several types of liquids [4, 5]. Such systems have the ability for more 
sensitive measurements to external disturbances, such as changes in temperature, strain, 
deformation and pressure from a detectable material [6-12]. Although FBG has successfully 
detected the objects by physical magnitudes, in term of liquid media, the performance design of 
FBG still has interesting phenomena for the wavelength and filter when interacting to the liquids. 
This paper investigates the FBG performance when measuring temperature of human 
blood fluid, water, and vegetable oil. It is immersed in liquid that has been removed from the 
coolant and launched an infrared laser diode source having a wavelength of 1550 nm with an 
input power of -5 dBm. Optical power changes when measuring liquids at optical power 
detectors. Liquid temperatures are calculated by shifting the Bragg wavelength due to power 
changes. FBG as a temperature sensor is also numerically designed to support experimental 
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set up. We also developed FBG simulation to measure the blood temperature. Using a 
simulation method with a computer device then it produces the solution of the problem [13]. This 
research simulates the optical properties of grating shapes of sine and square in the 
temperature range 30-41 °C. The physical parameters of the grating determined based on 
Corning® SMF-28e+® products. 
 
 
2. Methodology 
The uniform FBG is experimentally designed along 10mm using a striper. This study 
begins by measuring the vegetable oil, the blood and water detected at the power output. The 
liquid will be frozen in the coolant before measuring the samples. They are performed by 
varying the temperature about 30 minutes of the blood, water, and vegetable oil. The schematic 
diagram of experiment set up is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Experimental set up of optical FBG measurement 
 
 
Experimentally, a diode laser source with an input power of -5 dBm and a wavelength of 
1550 nm propagates to FBG. The influence of liquid temperature on FBG resulted in a shift of 
grating period and the refractive index via the thermal expansion coefficient. The shift of grating 
period and refractive index can cause the shift of Bragg wave peak. The non-reflected waves 
will continue to propagate to the output which are detected by the optical power. The reflected 
power will change if the Bragg wavelength changes. Rays passing through FBG dipped in the 
blood will experience a grating shift with the FBG system under normal circumstances. The 
temperature of the blood is calculated from the Bragg wavelength shift 𝜆B.  
By simulation, the coupled mode theory with the matrix transfer equation can be 
expressed in following [14], namely: 
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where κ represents coupling coefficient, and ∆ β  represents detuning wave vector by  
∆𝛽 = ⁡𝛽 − 𝜋 ∆⁄  and 𝛾 = ⁡√𝑘2 − ∆𝛽2  then 𝛽 = ⁡2⁡𝜋𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜆⁄  [15]. The physical parameters a re  the  
core and cladding radii ari 4,1 µm and 62,5 µm, respectively, wavelength of 1550 nm and 
effective refractive indices for core and cladding ari 1,4674 and 1,4607, respectively. The grating 
parameters are given in Table 1. The fiber modes used are single mode fiber with variations of 
grating to temperature on sine and square shaped from 30-41 °C to produce the transmission 
and reflection spectrum function against the wavelength. 
 
 
Table 1. Grating Parameter for Simulation 
Parameter Marks 
Grating shape sine and rectangle 
Average index uniform 
Period chirp no  
Apodization uniform 
Grating length  
Number of 
segments 
25 
Period 0,529μm 
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3. Result and Discussion 
The output power at the detector and the reference temperature is investigated. There 
is a shift in Bragg wavelength due to the treatment with three liquids as shown in Figure 2. The 
change of Bragg wavelength in water is greater than that of vegetable oil, which are  
0.3559-0.2209 nm shown by a grating shift in the wider Bragg grating fibers. Wide changes in 
Bragg wavelengths are followed by changes in water temperature that is from solid (ice) to melt 
at -5.10 °C to 4.42 °C. This indicates that water has a small viscosity, whereas changes in 
Bragg wavelengths in vegetable oil are smallest, i.e., 0.2169-0.1595 nm described by the 
shorter grid shifts in the Bragg gratingand the highest viscosity of vegetable oil followed by 
changes in the temperature of vegetable oil which is also smaller i.e., 4.71- 8.75 °C. The 
increment in the blood temperature causes a grating shift in the wide Bragg grid fibers as 
indicated between water and vegetable oil, i.e., 0.28 - 0.21 nm. It is not suprising when the 
water is faster response compared to others since the energy released from water (by 
increasing the temperature), more energy is absorbed by FBG readily rather than is held by the 
internal thermal energy as a binding molecules for water corresponding to smaller viscosity. On 
the other hand, FBG is slightly late to catch up energy respond for the blood even for vegetable 
oil with a highest viscosity, much thermal energy absorbed of both samples from circumferences 
(increment of temperatures) are kept to be stored as internal molecular binding energy, so that 
the change of wavelength Bragg is very small when temperature of samples increases. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Bragg wavelengths response for various liquids 
 
 
It detected from output power as depicted in Figure 3, the higher the liquid temperature 
increases the greater the output power will be by the widening of the Bragg grid. Although the 
energy is conservative and no power losses due to reflection and transmission of wavelength 
source, and frequency is maintained, the higher constant power explains that the intensity of 
power is launched readily since there is less resistance or absorption of FBG by sample 
viscosity changes. In contrast, the increment of temperature is to widen the Bragg grating but 
not to reduce the power itself. The highest power output in the range of -16.92 dBm to  
-16.905 dBm of the blood indicates that it has the greatest density and vice versa for vegetable 
oil. Where the vegetable oil will be allowed to absorb the energy from the wavelength source in 
the range of -38.93 dBm to -37.63 dBm. The power losses occurring in the optical circuit may 
affect the optical power.  
Figure 4 shows that the temperature profile in human blood and water is relatively 
increases and fluctuates but not for vegetable oil. This is  due to Bragg's grating shift response 
to temperature changes. Fluctuated oscillations in human blood and water temperature indicate 
mixed-liquid response of so that the FBG tend to response faster compared to temperature 
changes corresponding to the larger grating shift to adapt with cooling liquid. On the other hand, 
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no occurrence of fluctuations in vegetable oil temperatures is due to a shorter grating shift 
resulting in the absence of repetition of output power values. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Output power and temperature for various liquids 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Temperature measured of the liquids by FBG 
 
 
In simulation, the characteristics of the transmission spectrum generated from the FBG 
model through a single-mode fiber from 30 °C to 41 °C for every 1 °C with sine and square 
shape are described. The transmission comparison value for the square and sine grating shape 
is depicted in Figure 5. The sine-shaped grating has a greater transmission rather than the 
square-shaped. This dicrepancy is due to the faster sine shape allows the wavelength source to 
propagate to sinusoidal trajectory to the output edge of fiber so that the required input power of 
the sine grating form is much faster transmission. The condition of increasing the transmission 
to temperature causes the transmission spectrum to experience smaller power losses, so that 
the peaks of the transmission spectrum experience a shift in which the energy transmitted by 
the fiber will be greater. The rising temperatures cause the peak position of the transmission 
spectrum to shift. The result of simulation for sine-shaped of FBG at 30 °C and 41 °C is 
described in Figure 6 (a) and (b) respectively, which the transmission was increase from  
-78.32 dB at 30 °C to -46.72 dB at 41 °C. 
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Figure 5. FBG sine and square shape peak for various temperatures 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6. Transmission and reflection to the wavelength with the fiber shape of the sine 
grating at (a) 30 °C and (b) 41 °C. 
 
 
The simulation results of FBG for square grating shape can be seen in Figure 7. In 
Figure 7, the spectral waves have two functions, transmission (red line) with a stright line and 
reflection (blue line) with a fluxtuated pattern. The temperature rise, from 30 °C to 41 °C, causes 
the peak value of the transmission spectrum to shift -102.66 dB to -79.89 dB, but it does not 
change the value of the transmitted wavelength of 1550 nm due to the filter of wave, however; 
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several reflection waves tend to occur as many as transmission waves but this disturbance can 
not affect the dominant transmission.  
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 7. Transmission and reflection to the wavelength with the square grating fiber 
shape at (a) 30 °C and (b) 41 °C 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
FBG has successfully measured the temperature of water, human blood and vegetable 
oil showing the FBG wavelength is directly proportional to the temperature. The largest change 
in Bragg wavelengths is found in water temperature measurements, i.e., in the range  
0.3559-0.2209 nm and the smallest one is vegetable oil temperature, in the range  
0.2169-0.1595 nm. The increase of liquid temperature to the FBG causes the higher output 
optical value of the detector. The blood temperature measurement has the highest output power 
in the range of -16.92 dBm to -16.905 dBm and the lowest one is vegetable oil in the range of  
-38.93 dBm to -37.63 dBm. 
The simulation results have also showed the temperature with the shifting peaks of the 
spectrum transmission. Two sine and square grating designs show the various transmission 
peaks of temperature which is respectively -78.32 dB and -102.66 dB for 30 °C and increases 
up to -46.72 dB and -79.89 dB for 41 °C. All temperature results are in a transmission 
wavelength of 1550 nm but other wavelength of reflections and transmissions vary greatly. 
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